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SUMMARY

This pro se statement addresses the spectrum efficiency allegations in the Petition for Reconsideration of Sennheiser Electronic Corporation in Docket GN Docket No. 12-268. In particular, it is shown that the limitations to efficiency claimed in the petition are not fundamental limits, but issues that can be addressed in normal engineering design.

INTRODUCTION

Marcus Spectrum Solutions LLC (MSS) is the consulting practice of Michael J. Marcus, Sc.D., F-IEEE, a retired FCC senior executive who worked at the Commission nearly 25 years in both the spectrum policy and enforcement areas. His qualifications are well known to the Commission1. He was recently awarded the 2013 IEEE Communications Society Award for Award for Public Service in the Field of

Telecommunications. He regularly publishes a blog, *SpectrumTalk*, a comprehensive independent blog on spectrum policy and spectrum reform as well as writing a regular column on spectrum policy issues for *IEEE Wireless Communications Magazine*, published by the IEEE Communications Society - “the premier international forum for the exchange of ideas on communications technologies and information networking”.

As an adjunct professor of electrical and computer engineering at Virginia Tech, he teaches a course on spectrum policy for innovative wireless engineers and has lectured on spectrum policy at many universities in the US and abroad.

These comments do not necessarily represent the view of any client and are being submitted purely in the public interest. Indeed, MSS has no clients that have participated in these proceeding. These comments are motivated by the experience of Dr. Marcus during his FCC career and his interest in the maintaining US competitiveness in advanced wireless technology and efficiency in spectrum utilization.

**SENHEISER PETITION**

The *Petition for Reconsideration* (“Petition”) of Sennheiser Electronic Corporation in Docket GN Docket No. 12-268 addresses several issues dealing with wireless microphone (“wireless mic”) use of UHF spectrum. This statement only deals with three issues relating to spectrum efficiency of such use and possible theoretical limits. These issues are:

- a block of spectrum reserved exclusively for wireless mics
- the limitations of intermodulation in transmitters and receivers and

---

2 [http://www.comsoc.org/about/memberprograms/comsoc-awards/telecom/bios](http://www.comsoc.org/about/memberprograms/comsoc-awards/telecom/bios)
4 [http://www.comsoc.org/about/overview](http://www.comsoc.org/about/overview)
the limitations of information theory.

We fully agree with Sennheiser’s heading of their 3rd section of the Petition:

C. **Wireless Microphones are Vital to the Economy and the Nation’s Public Life**

But the issue before the Commission is not whether to ban wireless mics. While wireless mic use was actually illegal until 2010\(^6\), the Commission has now stated explicitly that such a use of spectrum is in the public interest\(^7\) and no one now is questioning that.

The issue before the Commission is clearly stated in the Petition’s next section heading:

D. **Wireless Microphones Need Two Blocks of Clean, Reserved UHF Spectrum.**

In this section it is clear that the petition requests spectrum access independent of any fees or costs and for the Commission to make a classic “command and control” decision on which technology is appropriate for now and for the future for wireless mics. As is clear from the history of “UHF Taboos” for TV broadcast spectrum, any such decision becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy for new technology because the wireless mic technology market will be totally isolated from marketplace forces that might bring in new more efficient technology.


At this writing Ms. Taylor Swift is famous for writing “music should not be free”\textsuperscript{8}.

Is the music industry telling the Commission that for them, but virtually for no other commercial nonsafety spectrum user, spectrum should be free?

On the intermodulation issue the \textit{Petition} states,

“As Sennheiser explained earlier in the proceeding: multiple transmitters, such as wireless microphones, are subject to a form of interference called “intermodulation” in which two or more desired signals combine in a receiver to produce undesired signals outside the spectra of the desired signals. This is a particular challenge with microphones, because they are constantly moving. The legacy solution has been to space units across a TV band in such a way that the intermodulation products caused by any combination of microphones and other TV band signals—these can number in the thousands—do not fall into the spectrum of another microphone signal. To achieve denser spacing, manufacturers must defeat intermodulation by making the microphones highly “linear,” which requires more battery power, which in turn adds bulk to body-worn units. Higher linearity also requires aggressive filtering to keep the signals isolated. Each of the techniques used to combat intermodulation adds significant cost.”\textsuperscript{9}

On the information theory issue, the \textit{Petition} states

“A third measure is not available: the principles of information theory say there is no way for each wireless microphone signal to occupy significantly less radio-frequency bandwidth without unacceptably impairing audio quality and or throughput latency (delay). Professional-grade microphones use analog modulation within the required 200 kHz bandwidth. An uncompressed digitally modulated microphone that delivers the same quality likewise requires about 200 kHz. Although a digital signal is more amenable to compression than an analog signal, compression necessarily adds latency, degrades audio quality, or both. This rules out compression for high definition professional applications such as recording and live performance. High audio quality is obviously essential; and a performer cannot tolerate more than a few milliseconds of delay over the entire loop from the microphone back to the monitor. The microphone must deliver the best possible signal, as all of the subsequent processing will tend to both degrade quality and add latency.”\textsuperscript{10}

While there is \textit{some} validity to each of the statements above, the presentation is misleading and issues are presented as fundamental limits rather than design issues to be addressed by engineers with a modern arsenal of technical design options for radio systems.

\textbf{Petition: “WIRELESS MICROPHONES NEED TWO BLOCKS OF CLEAN, RESERVED UHF SPECTRUM”}


\textsuperscript{9} \textit{id.} at fn. 3

\textsuperscript{10} \textit{id.} at p. 5
Classic spectrum policy from the days of the Commission’s 1920s predecessor to the 1980s used administrative law to allocate spectrum to various classes of users based on their needs and the amount of spectrum required with available technology. This policy is called “command and control” and is now generally avoided except for safety related services. Administrative law decisions on societal and market needs are generally slow compared to both changes in the market for services as well as technological changes that make spectrum use more efficient. Measurements by the Commission’s Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) and others have shown that even though most spectrum below 50 GHz is now allocated and licensed, most spectrum is actually lightly used even in major urban areas where spectrum demand is greatest.\(^{11}\)

SPTF also concluded

There are two basic situations that impact how spectrum efficiency can be improved: (1) situations in which all spectrum in an area is already assigned but not fully used; and (2) situations in which all spectrum is fully used. In the first situation, which can be referred to as “access limited,” spectrum efficiency can be improved by increasing the access that other users have to the spectrum. In the second situation, which can be referred to as “throughput limited,” efficiency can really only be improved by taking steps that permit existing users to provide greater information transfer rates. One could view the first situation as increasing capacity by putting in more pipes, and the second situation as increasing capacity within the existing pipes.\(^ {12}\)

The approaches sought in the Petition to narrowly restrict access to “reserved UHF spectrum” to a class of users who are not ubiquitous in time and space and then declare outdated wideband FM as the prime technology flies in the face of both of these recommendations as well as most spectrum FCC policy of the past 2 decades. Creating new blocks of spectrum with such narrow eligibility requirements almost guarantees low


\(^{12}\) id. At p.16
spectrum utilization across our country.

Further, most of the wireless mic users seeking a nonmarketplace spectrum set aside are financially benefitting from such spectrum use. Consider this current ad for New York tickets to The Lion King, owned by Disney - a major FCC licensee already:

or this ad for a concert by Ms. “Music Should Not Be Free” Swift:

If there is spectrum to be reserved for wireless mics, perhaps it should be a much smaller band reserved for small wireless mic users such as schools, conference centers and places of worship with modest audio systems. These small users only need a modest block of a 1 MHz or less with a capacity for about 10 mics and would otherwise incur significant transaction costs on any marketplace system. But larger users, e.g. Disney and major sports leagues, are much better capitalized and have present significant cash flows resulting from their wireless mic use. They can afford to pay for both marketplace access to spectrum and contemporary technology that uses that spectrum efficiently. Similarly, FCC licensed broadcasters are now used to paying for and knowing the value of their Part 73 spectrum, why should charging for Part 74 spectrum
be a surprise or a burden just because it was free during the analog TV era when it had no opportunity cost for others?

A large spectrum set aside for large wireless mic users would be a reversal of general spectrum policy trends of the past two decades after the Commission has already given most of the wireless mic users both an amnesty for past illegal use as well as a legitimization for future spectrum access. No one questions these two past actions. The issue now is should the Commission go further and give the same class of users access to spectrum on better terms than almost any other nonpublic safety users and should they lock this band into the use of an anachronistic technology isolated from marketplace forces and the technical innovation that permeates the wireless industry?

**INTERMODULATION ISSUES**

Intermodulation (IM) is a recurring problem in spectrum policy deliberations at FCC. It is the root cause of the Nextel/Public Safety interference issue as well as the long simmering issue between the Federal Aviation Administration and the Commission over possible interference from FM broadcast stations just below 108 MHz to the FAA’s Instrument Landing System just above 108 MHz.13

Technically, IM is the combining of two or three strong wireless signals in an component of the radio system that has a flaw of “nonlinearity”, that is it distorts the signal while processing it. As a result of this distortion, a new signal is unintentionally generated at a new frequency that is a mathematically related to the original frequencies.

The nonlinearity that causes IM can be either in the transmitter or the receiver.14

---

14 In high power broadcast and land mobile transmitter systems, IM can also result from “rusty bolts”, that is physical parts of the antenna system where currents are induced by the high power of the transmitter
Transmitter-generated IM seems to be the focus of the Sennheiser statement. But this only occurs when transmitters are in very close physical proximity as in the case of 2 wireless mics (for redundancy) on a major performer in a production or the case of two actors in a physical embrace. The number of wireless mics that are likely to be in close proximity with each other is a small fraction of the total population and improved transmitter design for those to prevent transmitter-generated IM is

A much more common, but not mentioned, problem comes from fixed receiver limitations, not performer-carried portable transmitter limitations where there are real size, weight and battery limitations. It is a truism in spectrum management that “transmitters do not use spectrum, receivers do”\(^{15}\). Receiver limitations often limit how intensely spectrum can be used, but new technology offers ways around these receiver limitations and are not addressed in the *Petition*.

Wireless mic receivers are fixed units in the theatre that receive the signals from the mics on the performers. As fixed units size, weight, and power consumption are not important issues. Improved linearity in receivers may increase their costs, but due to their fixed nature do not impose other burdens.

Automatic power control (APC) is used in many contexts in wireless systems and is mandated by the Commission in some contexts. Much of the receiver-generated IM is from “near/far problems”\(^{16}\), that is several wireless mics are close to the receiver’s antenna while one is further away and thus has a much weaker signal at the antenna. The strong signals can generate IM on the frequency of the weak signal if the frequencies are


in the right mathematical relationship. In order to avoid this possibility, audio managers avoid using many frequencies just like the old NTSC “UHF taboos”\(^\text{17}\) limited UHF TV spectrum use to avoid interference caused by TV receiver limitations. APC could be used to decrease this problem although would require some additional electronics in the transmitter. But in this day and age of microelectronics this is not a heavy burden.

Virtually all wireless mics today use “wideband FM” technology invented by radio pioneer Maj. Edwin Howard Armstrong and patented on December 26, 1933.\(^\text{18}\)

- This is the same historic technology that FCC has been trying to phase out of Part 90 for both public safety users and nonpublic safety users for two decades as part of narrowbanding\(^\text{19}\).

- This is the technology used in the original AMPS/TAC 1\(^\text{st}\) generation cellular system that was phased out in 2G cellular.

- This is the same technology formerly used for audio in analog television.

- This is the same technology once widely used in the satellite industry but now generally replaced by digital technology.

- This is the same technology still used in FM broadcasting but now supplemented with digital technology known as “HD Radio”.

- This is a clearly dated technology that has been historically important but has been or is being replaced in most modern radio systems.

A key cause of IM in wireless mic systems is their use of frequency division

\(^\text{18}\) U.S. Patent 1,941,066 : "Radio Signaling System"
http://www.narrowband.us/
multiple access (FDMA) FM. A time division multiple access (TDMA) system, such as the one used in 2G GSM cell phone since 1987\textsuperscript{20}, would avoid all IM since transmissions would be separated in time. OFDMA/LTE-like technology is also TDMA-like in nature and could be used to avoid IM.

**INFORMATION THEORY ISSUES**

The “information theory” discussion in the Sennheiser Petition is also misleading. Actually it is a common rhetorical device used in FCC filings: describe a “strawman” system design that puts your party in the best possible light and his opponents in the worst possible light and then generalize that the design is the only possible design or has characteristics that are inevitable in any other design. The focus of the “information theory” discussion in the Petition is to try to rationalize that wideband FM is the only possible modulation for wireless mics as any digital approach would appear to need more spectrum.

As fn. 5 explains correctly, professional quality wireless mics for musical productions, not necessarily for broadcast vocal commentary, need a digital sample rate of 44,100 times per second, same as CDs. This is because of the assumption that listeners can hear sound up to 20 kHz and the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem\textsuperscript{21} requires a sampling rate of at least twice that. Thus the conventional 44,100 times per second makes great sense. This technology is called pulse code modulation (PCM)\textsuperscript{22} and was first proposed in the 1920s. However, Sennheiser then tries to extrapolate that into a 200 kHz minimum spectrum requirement using some unstated assumptions.

\textsuperscript{20} http://www.gsmhistory.com/who_created-gsm/
\textsuperscript{21} http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist%E2%80%93Shannon_sampling_theorem
\textsuperscript{22} http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulse-code_modulation
True, many wireless mic users have a time latency requirement, but the specific requirement and its justification are not stated. Although today’s wireless mics are virtually all analog, many theatres, concert venues, and outdoor music productions today use “digital mixers”\(^{23}\) to mix the sound from multiple sources and process the sound before it is amplified in analog amplifiers. The analog-digital (A/D) and digital-analog (D/A) conversions in these digital mixers introduced delay as does some of the digital filtering operations available in the mixers to filter and manipulate the audio – especially in rock concerts. The audio industry does not generally use digital inputs to these mixers, resulting in multiple A/D and D/A conversions, each adding latency. The burden for controlling latency should not be placed entirely on the wireless mic part of an audio system, it is a system wide problem needing a systems approach.

The type of voice compression used in cell phone networks was optimized for low bit rate to maximize spectrum use in large networks. In cell phone and telephony systems users are tolerant of latency delays of up to 100 ms. So the designers traded off latency for low bit rate. But there are not the only possible tradeoffs!

\(^{23}\) Some examples:
http://www.presonus.com/products/mixers
One way to decrease bit rate without introducing latency is to use differential pulse code modulation (DPCM)\(^{24}\). As shown in the patent diagram below, this is not new technology!

Such a system could use the present 44,100 times per second sampling rate but much less than the 20 bits/sample now used in CDs since only the difference between the adjacent samples needs to be sent. While there is power in audio signals up to 20 kHz, most of the power is in the lower frequencies enabling few bits per sample for the difference. A variant of DPCM, Adaptive differential pulse code modulation\(^{25}\) (ADPCM) has been known since the early 1970s and gets additional efficiency by varying the step size used to convey the difference between samples. (Note the fact that both DPCM and ADPCM have their own Wikipedia pages shows that these are not esoteric technologies known only to information theory academics.)

All Sennheiser has shown in their “information theory” discussion is that an implementation based on the PCM sampling used in CDs would be no more efficient than the traditional, but dated, wideband FM given some unspecified and unproven time latency requirement. The PCM system used in CDs was optimized for CDs where there


are very different constraints than for a radio based system. It should not be surprising that it is not a good choice for use in digital wireless mics. But other technical options are available if FCC creates the right incentives for them.

**OTHER TECHNOLOGIES NOT CONSIDERED**

A recent white paper\textsuperscript{26} by the IEEE Communications Society reviews the technologies under consideration for 5G cellular to increase spectrum efficiency by more than an order of magnitude. Not all the options considered in the white paper are applicable to the wireless mic context, but many of them such as MIMO, improved modulation and frequency reuse are likely to be applicable. A similar list of contemporary spectrum technologies is in a recent paper on new directions for Wi-Fi.\textsuperscript{27}


\textsuperscript{27} W. Sun \textit{et al.}, “Wi-Fi Could be Much More”, \textit{IEEE Comm. Mag.}, Vol. 52, No. 11, p. 22-29 (Nov. 2014)
CONCLUSIONS

Dr. Marcus teaches a course in spectrum policy at Virginia Tech and has lectured on the topic at many distinguished universities. Below is a slide from his standard introductory presentation on spectrum policy.

**Marcus’ 1st Law of Spectrum**
- No efficient technology is ever as cheap as free spectrum
  - Corollary: If spectrum is a free good, the rational engineer designs systems to maximize spectrum use and minimize the cost of technology

US wireless mic users and their equipment suppliers are accustomed to spectrum as a “free good” - even if their use was generally illegal until 2010. While the history of how this happened, “who knew what when”, and whether there was any criminality involved is now “water over the dam”, FCC policy has consistently and strictly limited “free spectrum” in the past 20 years. It has also either encouraged or required improved spectrum efficiency using contemporary technology – not technology developed in the 1930s!

While the *Petition* alleges to show that theory proves no spectrum efficiency improvements are possible for wireless mics, in reality it puts up one straw man digital system and then shows that has no efficiency advantages – extrapolating that to any other implementation. The petitioner and its colleagues in the wireless mic community have no incentive to make a quantum jump in efficiency as long as FCC looks like it might
reverse recent spectrum policy trends and give them a spectrum set aside of several MHz. Both the CMRS community and the Wi-Fi community have made astounding progress in spectrum efficiency in the past decade. While the requirements of wireless mics with respect to time latency are somewhat different than the requirements in the other two communities, that does not mean that the technical building blocks of modern wireless systems do not apply to wireless mics system also.

In general, spectrum users with incomes resulting directly or indirectly from spectrum use have had to pay for spectrum access. Prof. Coase explained in his classic 1959 paper how economic forces are better at making spectrum use and technology decisions than regulators – a policy that FCC has generally followed for the past 2 decades. Sennheiser and others in the wireless mic community are asking that FCC return to the now discredited “command and control” style of spectrum policy to let them continue to use outdated wideband FM and to discourage new entrants with more efficient technology. FCC should firmly reject this viewpoint and use marketplace forces to favor technical efficiency.

/s/
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